Towards Chiral Liquid Crystal Displays with Knots in Every Pixel
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In every pixel of a liquid crystal display, the ordering direction of rod-like molecules is rotated by a weak electric field, so that the transmitted light can be controlled to convey information at will. This facile electric switching, which is at the heart of $500$ billion per year liquid crystal industry, deals with very simple uniform and continuously distorted structures of the molecular alignment field of rod-like molecules. However, chiral liquid crystals were recently shown to be capable of hosting stable three-dimensional topological solitons, continuous but knotted patterns of this molecular alignment field. Recently discovered chiral ferromagnetic liquid crystals, with equally strong responses to both magnetic and electric fields, also can host such three-dimensional knot solitons. In this lecture, I will discuss how electric and magnetic fields can interplay with the topology of structures in these liquid crystal media, knotting or unknotting them and giving origins to different types of fascinating soliton dynamics. Finally, I will conclude with a discussion of how these findings may lead to a new breed of displays.
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